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Date: 3/4/03

Subject:
(17yrs)- alleged sodomy and indecent assault of
children.
Suspect:
Bn:
84
Add:
Occ: Unemployed
Victiln 1:
Bn;
Add:

95

Victim 2:
Bn
Add:

93

Sir,
Overview.
This report concerns an investigation into allegations made against
(now 18yrs) suggesting that he had sexually abused two children aged 7
and 9yrs, whilst he was aged between 16 and 17yrs old. A joint Police and
Children's service investigation has been conducted. The investigation was code
named operation CHIPS.

The

Submitted to:

is the son of registered foster parents,
family have fostered in excess of 20 children. The family reside at
This is the scene of the alleged abuse.

It is alleged that
sodomised
(7yrs) and indecently
assaulted
(6yrs). It is also suspected that
may have
sexually abused
(9yrs). All three children are subject of care
orders and at the time of the alleged abuse were in foster care at the

Sergeant ................. .
Inspector ................ .

On Sunday 18111 August 2002
and
disclosed to their mother information
which suggested that they had been sexually assaulted by
The facts were
reported to the authorities and the children were video interviewed. Both children
made clear disclosures. Medical examinations were conducted but these were
inconclusive.
On Saturday 31st August 2002
was arrested and intervie1ved. A large
volume of clothing and items were seized from the suspects home, including the
ca1pet from the children's room. During intervie1v
denied the allegations
and he was released pending further enquiries.
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A number of items were sent to the Forensic science service for examination.
As a consequence of the number of other children who had been fos tered or child
minded at that suspects address, the potential for f urther victims had to be
explored. These enquiries resulted in information being received suggesting that
may have been raped by
A video interview was
conducted..
provided a confusing account and had to be heavily
prompted into giving her account.. Due to the timing of her disclosure and the
alcoholic nature of
mother, there are concerns regarding potential
contamination of her evidence. No other victims have come to light.
The Forensic Service subsequently forwarded a copy of their report concerning
examination of the suspects and victims clothing, swabs from the victims room, the
victims bed sheets and the ca1pet from the victims room. Significantly, the suspects
semen was found on the ca1pet and on the victims bed sheet.
On 1i 11 December 2002 the suspect voluntarily attended at the Police station where
he was re-arrested in relation to the new information. He was interviewed in
presence of the legal advisor. He continued to deny the allegations. He was
released pending a decision re prosecution.
In summa1y, the prosecution case against
would depend mainly upon the
evidence of the two child victims
and
The presence of the
suspects semen could be used to support
allegation, however this can be
devalued due to possibility of "innocent" cross contamination. There is no
corroboration. Unfortunately, as is often the case with victims of sexual abuse, the
victims in this case are vulnerable children and their family history and
background is such that it could be used to cast serious doubt upon their
credibility.
Background

The principal victims are
They are the only children of
The children have different fathers.
father is
He still has contact his daughter and is keen to gain care of her.
father is not known other than he is believed to a local man. He has little to do
with
will say that he has tried to be a father for
The relationship between
and
has been turbulent.
family have been well known to the Police and the Children's
The
Service. Domestic violence betvveen
and a former partner
led to the children's names being placed on the Jersey Child protection
register. Due to increasing concerns about
ability to look after her
children the Children's Service sought to take the children into care.
Consequently,
are both subject offull time care orders. The
Children's Service have appointed a case officer who is Mr David CASTLEDINE.
The children were fostered full time. On 6111 May 2000they were placed 1vith the
for continued full time foster care. After the Children were taken into
care, the Children's Service continued to work with
Over time, they
saw that that her ability to care for her children was improving and they began
working toward returning the children to her care.
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For the majority ofthe time, the Children now live with their mother a
(which is housing rental accommodation.). This
rehabilitation process has been closely managed. During this process the children
continued staying with the
- but fo r only two days per week. Usually
Mondays and Tuesdays.

is slightly educationally subnormal and has received specialist teaching
input. He can be a quiet child.
is a streetwise child. She and her
subject of several CPT enquiries.

and Miss

have been

97/
an investigation into concerns that the children had suffered deliberate
cigarette burns. The suspect was
partner
. He
denied the allegations and was not prosecuted. During the course of this
investigation there were also concerns about
inappropriate sexual
knowledge and she made comments which suggested that she may have been a
victim of sexual abuse. No evidence was found to confirm this. Further concerns
were that she may have witnessed her mother and
having sex.
an investigation into concerns that
was drunk or
98
drugged in charge of her children. No formal action was taken.
- an investigation into an allegation that a
indecently
98
assaulted 4yr old child,
The
were foster parents and
was one of the children they looked after. There is no evidence to say anything
untoward occurred to
common assault on
by
00/
00
allegation that
left her two children unattended whilst she l'vent
out drinking for which she received a written caution at Parish Hall enqui1y.
that she had been physically assaulted by
- allegation made by
00/
made the allegation whislt staying with her natural
and
father
These allegations were denied and there was insufficient
evidence to prosecute.

is well known to the Police and has convictions for drunkenness,
lost
violence and dishonesty. She has a histmy of attempted suicide.
a child due to sudden infant death. She has been reported for being drunk in charge
of her children for which she received a written caution at Parish Hall.

is a alcoholic. There
is the only child of
and this has resulted in the
have been concerns about her ability to care for
Children's Service taking
into care. During the course of this investigation the
situation worsened and the childrens service took the decision to permanently
remove
i·om her mothers care.
is now in full time fostering.
has
been exposed to experiences which have lead her to have !mow ledge of life and
adult matters that a child of her age shouldn't. Her initial disclosure was made to
temporary; foster parents, but significantly only after FPT had raised the issue vvith
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her mother.

The

family

The
family consist of the parents,
They
have
The family have recently
is 8yrs old and is the son of
is currently
serving a term of imprisonment for violence offences. She has convictions for
serious assaults on Children's Officers).
None of the

family members have any convictions.

The
have been registered as foster parents since 1996. They have been
paid for this service and have received a total of £ 78, 310.2 3.
also privately minds several other children for which she receives
payment.
The
have been a tremendous asset for the Children's Service and their
willingness and flexibility has greatly assisted the placement of numerous children.
The Scene

The
family live at no
This is a four
bedroom garage linked house. The four bedrooms are on the first floor. The
parents share the main bedroom.
each have their own
room
has his own room, which contains bunk beds and a single bed. There is
no door on this room.
sleeps in the top bunk and he shares with whichever
stay,
sleeps in the bottom
children who stay the night. When the
room.
bunk and
sleeps in the single bed. The suspects room is next to
arch
The house bathroom is off the first floor landing. (See Photo album a
team plan for layout ofproperty)

Suspect-

is an unusual youth, and for his age was suprisingly confident and
perhaps even slightly aggressive on arrest and during the subsequent interview,
Records show that whilst at secondmy school he had difficulties with anger
management and was referred to school psychologist Phil PAPTYORTH. There
were concerns that
may have suffered from
but findings were negative. The medical
was also tested for
concerns could be significant because during interview
claims to
experience periods of memmy loss.
does not have any previous convictions.
The Investigation

On Monday 19111 August 2002 the Police Family Protection Team received
information from the Children's Service suggesting that
7y rs, a
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child in their care may have been sodomised by
It was agreed that
a comprehensive investigation was required. A joint agency investigation
followed. This was given a code name of operation chzps. A log of actions and
decisions is included with the file.

Initial disclosure
At about 10.30hrs on Sunday 18111 August 2002
was at home with
her children when
told her that
had something to say.
then
spoke to
who said he did not want to go to the foster parents. When asked
why
allegedly said " "Because
hurts me".
asked what he meant
to which
allegedly replied "he puts his willy up my bum".
described
that she felt shocked. She summoned a neighbour
She also
contacted another jhend
allegedly stated that
made him kiss him on the lips.
used hand
gestures as if masturbating and said "he makes me do this".
also said "he
makes me go into the bathroom and clean it with a towel". "He makes me clean his
sperm".
said that
had told him it was sperm.
said
gets
me to bend over and puts his willy in my bum".
was asked why he hadn't told
anyone before and he explained that
had threatened to batter him if he told
anyone.
stated that
last stayed at the
on
11
117
Monday/Tuesday 1i 113 August 2002
described the clothing that the children had been wearing when returning
from the last visit to the foster parents. Unfortunately this clothing had been
washed.
It is alleged that
told the adults that she had seen
getting into bed with
and also that
had tried it on with her by putting his hands down her
pants. Offurther concern was that
reported that
had some spots near
her vagina.
also alleged that approximately 12months earlier
had told her that
had pulled her pants down.
claims she told her child care officer
David CASTLEDINE who will state that she told him no such thing).

Video interview
111

At approximately 1400 hrs on Tuesday 20 August 2002 CCO
transported
to the video suite. It
was agreed that
would not view the videos but would be there to support
her children.
Between 14.30 and 15.19hrs a video interview was conducted with
The interview was conducted by Ds SHEARER and CCO BRACE, in the presence
of CCO bavid CASTLEDIN£. The video equipment was operated by Detective
Constable 609 LOUGHLIN. (The master tape is exhibit ...... Transcripts have been
produced .... .)
stated that
had told her of the alleged abuse.
confirmed that she
had seen
getting into bed with her
she did not see or hear anything
else occurring.
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described two incidents when
had allegedly indecently assaulted her.
She described that whilst she had been in bed,
had come into her room and
pulled her pyj ama bottoms down.

Medical examination
Dr JOHNSON attended at the video suite and examined
Unsuprisingly, no evidence was found that would support
spots near her vagina were not thought to be significant.

in the doctors room.
allegations. The

Video interview with
Between 15.35hrs and 16.12hrs on Tuesday 20th August 2002 a video recorded
inten;iew was conducted with
The interview was conducted by Ds
SHEARER and CCO BRACE in the presence of CCO David CASTLEDINE . The
equipment was operated by De 609 LOUGHLIN. (The master tape is exhibit ... .... ..
Transcripts have been produced .. . ...... ).
described that
had put his willy up his bottom, it was sore, it happened
loads of time.
wasn't able to say how many times it had occurred, when it
started or when it last occurred. He said that it happened in the bedroom and in the
bathroom.
said that he had told
his sister and then his mum.

Medical exaJni(tation
At 17.25hrs on Tuesday 20th August 2002
attended at Robin ward at the
General Hospital where he was medically examined by Dr's JOHNSON and
SPRATT. The Doctors found no evidence to corroborate sexual abuse, however, Dr
JOHNSON concludes "He.qhad no genital or anal injuries but the absence ofsuch
injuries does not preclude sexual abuse

Strategy discussion
On 21st August 2002 Ds SHEARER met with senior representatives of the
Children's Service and took part in a strategy meeting . The minutes are included in
theft/e.
It was established that the suspect and his family were out of the island on holiday.
Ofparticular concern was the fact that there were two young children with the
family and therefore potentially at risk from the suspect. Initial information
suggested that the family had gone to France, they had in-fact gone to the Lake
District. The decision was taken not to forewarn the suspect or his family of the
allegation but to deal with the matter as soon as possible after their return.
Enquiries were made 1vhich established that the family were returning to Jersey by
boat on the evening of Saturday 1st September 2002.

Further disclosure from
On 23RD August 2002
disclosed further information to her mother, suggesting
that she had not told the "truth" and more had occurred than she had previously
111
disclosed (see statement of
dated 2 7 August 2002)
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Further video interview of
Between 14.25hrs and 15.03hrs on Tuesday 27th August 2002 a video recorded
interview was conducted with
The interview was conducted by Ds
SHEARER and CCO BRACE in the presence of
presence at the interview was not evidentially ideal but it was felt necessary for her
presence to provide the support for
The equipment was operated by De 609
LOUGHLIN. (The master tape is exhibit ......... Transcripts have been
produced ... ..... .) .
had not just pulled down her pants
During this interview
disclosed that
but he had also put his fingers inside her. There was confusion of the approxima.te
dates and order of the alleged incidents ..
alleged that one of the incidents had
occurred on the evening of a BBQ at the
and described that the fence
between the
and the neighbours had been temporarily removed.

Strategy re arrest of suspect
On 29th August 2002 as a result of discussion with the Children's service and
specialist Police officers the strategy for the proposed arrest of
was agreed (see briefing notes etc)
Application for search Warrant
On 29th August 2002 Ds Shearer swore an affidavit before the Bailiff and was
granted a warrant under art 5 Protection of Children(Jsy) Law 1994 to search the
residence for evidence of child pornography
•v ,

Arrest of suspect.
On Saturday 31st August 2002 the suspect and his family returned from their
holiday. They were followed from the boat and were met by Police officers as they
arrived outside their home at no
Ds SHEARER was accompanied by De 609 LOUGHLIN and Children's Service
officers Sarah BRACE and Tony Le SUEUR
At 21.15hrs
was arrested by De 609 Keeley LOUGHLIN on suspicion of
sodomy of a 7yr old boy
and indecent assault on a 9yr old girl
After
Caution he was asked if he understood to which he replied "Yes I do understand, I
don't believe this"
was conveyed to the Police station by Pc's Vanessa FORDE and Nigel
GREGORY.
Suspects DNA
At the Police station Pc GREGORY seized
clothing and obtained a
bucal swab for DNA comparison (exhibit ... .) Subsequently, all items bar the
suspects boxer shorts were returned to him.
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was detained in Police custody pending interview.
Search of ho1ne

The
were informed of the existence of the search warrant and given
copies of the document. A joint search and forensic examination was conducted by
officers from the Police scenes of Crime Department and the Police search team
under the direction of scene manager Pc John De CARTERET..
Seizure of clothing/carpet

During the course of the search an exhibits log was used and a large number of
items were seized. Amongst the large volume of clothing seized, was clothing
belonging to the suspect and the alleged victims. Due to the possibility that the
children's bedroom was the scene of the alleged sodomy of
a detailed
forensic examination was carried out and the children's bedding was seized.
Several swabs were taken from areas which could have been indicative of semen
staining. Such an area was identified on the carpet and the entire carpet was
seized for a more thorough examination.
Photographs were taken which show the layout of the premise and the general
untidy and dirty condition of many of the rooms.
Statements fropz

Whilst the search and examination was taking place, initial witness statements were
recorded from
with particular emphasis placed on
sleeping arrangements and household washing routines .
,,

.

Video interview of

On the night of Saturday 3l 51August 2002, by agreement
extended family.

stayed with

Between 11.05hrs and 11.47hrs on Sunday ] 51 September 2002 a video interview
was conducted with
The intenJiew was conducted by CCO BRACE,
and Detective Constable 616 COXSHALL . The video equipment was operated by
Detective Constable 640 Sarah SMITH. (The master tape is exhibit ..... .
Transcripts have been produced .. .).
After considerable prompting
recalled a conversation with
and
had told him of the alleged abuse by
did not take
confirmed that
seriously.
said nothing like that had happened to him.
(The confirmation of this disclosure to
tends to support
account and the
timing of it helps to negate the suggestion that the allegations were driven by

Interview of suspect

was detained in custody over Saturday night. On Sunday morning
was interviewed by Ds SHEARER and De 609 LOUGHLIN. The
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interviews were tape recorded and conducted in presence of the duty legal advisor,
Solicitor Kevin MANNING. Transcripts of these interviews have been produced.
Tape 1. 11. 27hrs-12.10hrs
Tape 2. 12.17hrs-1 3.00hrs
Tap e 3. 13.55hrs-14. 20hrs
denied the allegations
He claimed to have a poor memory and suggested that there had been previous
concerns re
He gave a detailed description of his sexual activity and his masturbation. He
described that he masturbated only in his own bedroom (and sometimes the
bathroom). He described that after ejaculating used a towel to wipe himself( use of
the towel to clean up is the same modus operandi as
described).
stated that he had not masturbated in the children's room. He stated that
prior to his trip to the Lake district, because his room was being used to store
clothing for the holiday, he may have slept in the children's beds (the children
weren't there) ..
was released pending further enquiries.
Further enqp iries
Following
release extensive enquiries were made. Statements were taken
from
friends , family and relatives in an effort to establish his access to
children, the family and guest sleeping arrangements, washing routines and any
issues affecting forensi~ ·'cross contamination. Statements were taken to explore the
timing of the BBQ described by
Review of video evidence.
Police legal advisor Bridget SHAW reviewed the video interviews of

Submission offorensics
A huge volume of clothing was seized during the enquiry. As a consequence of
discussions with Scenes of crime manager and staff at Chepstow forensic science
laboratory, this was volume reduced to a more manageable number of items from
which it was considered that some forensic evidence may be obtained. The exhibits
were prioritised and 5 were selected for urgent examination. The remaining items
were submitted following the normal route for which a result is usually available
within 12i1;eeks.
It was considered that presence of the suspects semen on children's clothing,
bedding, or the ca1pet could be significant. Also the position, volume and
distribution of material found could be relevant.
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Allegations re malice

During the course of the investigation the suspect's family suggested that the
allegations were false and potentially fuelled by malice on behalf of the alleged
victims mother. Just prior to the
family going to the Lake District,
.
will suggest
received an e-mail from
malice. A statement
that the offensive nature of the e-mail is evidence of
includes his view
from
ex partner and father of
felt that
was taking her children away and this could
that
be a motive for fabricating the allegations.
Allegations to discredit

The suspects family have also produced infonnation in an attempt to discredit
(see notes provided by
.
conviction history and past involvement with the Police and Social Services will
support their concerns
Allegations to discredit children

The suspects family have also provided infonnation suggesting that the children
supplied extensive notes. There is
are less than credible witnesses.
considerable anecdotal evidence which will show that
are capable
of lying. The Children's Officer David CASTLEDINE would confirm this.
Initial Forensic results

Initial results revealed that the suspects semen was present on the carpet found in
the children's room. The lab were requested to conunent on the methods of
transmission , the relevance of the position and the volume of material found etc
Further interview of

During his initial interview
exploration.

made comments which needed further

Between 09.05hrs and 09.47hrs a second video interview was conducted with
The interview was conducted by Ds SHEARER and CCO BRACE,
in the presence of CeO David eASTLEDINE. The video equipment was operated
by Detective Constable 609 LOUGHLIN. (The master tape is exhibit ..... .
Transcripts have been produced .. .).
During this interview
gave new information suggesting that
had
sodomised him, both in and out of bed,.
also described that he had to
pelform oral sex on
He stated that he that he learned the word sperm from
Review of witness statenzents

The 1-vitness statements from the
and
contained information suggesting that the Childen 's Service had knowledge of
specific incidents. CeO David eASTLEDINE was invited to review these
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statements and has identified some inaccuracies.
Assessment of suitability of
The case against
is heavily dependent upon the testimony of the p rinciple
child witnesses
. A major factor affecting the decision to
proceed with a prosecution would include their suitability and capability to give
evidence, their credibility and the potential effects upon them. CCO CASTLEDINE
has produced a report providing his assessment of these factors.
Enquiries to identify other potential victilns.
The
have fostered in excess of 20 vulnerable children of differing ages
and sexes.
has also child minded other children.
In view of the seriousness of the allegations and taking into account past
experiences, it was considered possible that other children may have been abused
by
Enquiries were made with the parents of children who may have been affected in
this way. In the majority of cases the children and families were known to the
Children's Service. The Children's SenJice reviewed all relevant files to identify
any previous concerns or factors which may have been indicative of abuse.
The records identified that a child,
had exhibited unusual
sexual knowledge and it was considered that this may have been learned behaviour.
The Childrens service have followed this up but to date there is no evidence to
suggest that this child was a victim.
Disclosure from
On 81h November 2002 a joint visit was made to the mother of child
had no concerns about the
5yrs . At the time of the visit
Two days later,
disclosed to a foster parent
information
suggesting that she may have been raped by
The disclosure was very
clear and needed further investigation. There were concerns about the possibility
that
may have intentionally or unwittingly suggested facts to her
daughter resulting in the disclosure.
Video Interview o
Between .... hrs and .... hrs on Friday 14111 November 2002 a video recorded
intenJiew was conducted with
The interview was conducted by Ds
SHEARER and CCO BRACE in the presence of CCO Irene FAIRBRA CE. The
equipment was operated by De 145 Brian CARTER. (The master tape is
exhibit ......... Transcripts have been produced ........ .).
was ve1y reluctant to describe what happened with
The interview was
a confusing account and no significant volunta1y disclosures were made. Toward
was put to
the end of the interview the information provided by
confirmed the conversation, but unfortunately it remains unclear, what,
if anything had happened. Despite the confusion the possibility that
had been
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subject to a sexual assault or perhaps rape could not be excluded.
Medical examination of
At 15. OOhrs on Tuesday 19 111 November 2002
attended Robin Ward where she
was examined by Dr's SPRATT and JOHNSON. No evidence to support sexual
assault was found. Initially Dr SPRATT felt that due to the child's vaginal anatomy
penetration could not have occurred, however, in his report he has added "recent"
penetration could not have occurred.
As a consequence of ongoing concerns, the Children's Sen,ice have acted upon
new developments and have now permanently removed
rom her mothers care.
Forensic results
Information was received suggesting that further semen had been found on
bed sheets .DNA comparison was requested. This was found to match
profile
Examination of the ca1pet suggested that the semen they found, was on an area
which was near the wall but underneath
bed.
On 10/12/02 information from Chepstow suggested that there were further semen
bed.
stains on the carpet, which would be positioned against the side o
DNA comparison was requested. The result will take 2-3 weeks.
Second interview o(

Interview o(

On Thursday 1ih December 2002
voluntarily attended at the Police
Station. At 13.12hr he was re-arrested by Ds SHEARER on suspicion of the
assaults on
and for suspected rape of
Between 13.23hrs and 14.47hrs
was interviewed in the presence ofLegal
assistant Helier LUCAS. The interview was tape recorded. Two master tapes were
produced.
denied the allegations.
He stated:
a) that he had slept in the victims room in the week before he went on holiday.
b) that
was the only other person in the room at the time (in the top bunk)
c) he would have slept in boxer shorts.
d) that he wasn't sure but he may have slept on the suspects bed as well as
single bed.
e) he may have changed the bed sheets beforehand.
j)t he may have slept in his own sleeping bag back on top of the beds or on the
floor.
g) he had never slept in the same bed with any of the children.
room and could not offer a satisfact07Jl
h) he had never masturbated in
explanation for the presence of his semen.
l)he confirmed his MO of using a towel to wipe his semen.
})that he masturbated in his own room either in or out of his sleeping bag.
k)He suggested that perhaps a problem 1~vith the washing machine could result in
contamination of items due to a poor washing process etc.
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When challenged with a summary} of information implicating him he became
verbally aggressive but later apologised.
He was released pending consideration of a prosecution.
Conclusion/recommendatiollS

has given particularly graphic and convincing video interviews. His
use of a towel is a particularly convincing factor. There
description of
are some discrepancies and at times
appears slightly confused. It is also clear
that he has little concept of time. Nevertheless, the nature of his account strongly
suggests( to me) that he is a victim of sexual abuse.
evidence is not quite as convincing, but is nevertheless believable. There are
discrepancies and there is confusion over the timing of the alleged incidents.
will say
will say one of the incidents occurred during a BBQ. The
was not there.
account that
had told him of the alleged abuse was elicited only after
considerable but necessa1y prompting.
will state that this conversation
occurred before
reported the allegations -thus helping negate the
suggestion that the children had been prompted or put up to it by
The evidence elicitedfi~om
sis weak. Her tender age, the medical
evidence and possibility of contamination of her account, further weaken the
usefulness of her account.
The presence of the suspects semen in several locations including the victims bed
sheet is on the face of it quite damming. Particularly because the suspect will say
that he has not masturbated in that room, however, the significance is reduced
because ofpossibility of innocent contamination.
The FSS will say that semen on the bed sheet had been deposited since the bed
sheet was last washed. The suspect states that immediately prior to his trip to the
Lake District he slept in victims room, either on the floor or inion the alleged
victims beds. He says he changed the bed sheets. He says he brought his sleeping
bag into the room. He says he had previously masturbated in or on this sleeping
bag. Clearly, it could be suggested that his bag was contaminated 1vith semen,
similarly his own boxer shorts or his body could be the source of contamination.
Thus offering a potentially innocent explanation for presence of the suspects semen
in the victims bed.
We have found semen on the carpet. The suspect has been in that room. The
children go into the suspects room and visa versa. As a consequence, although
perhaps circumstantial evidence, the forensic evidence is inconclusive. Cross
Contamination would be a major issue.
In the absence of a confession , a successful prosecution would rely upon the
evidence of two, potentially three young children. Unfortunately, the victims
backgrounds would allow a defence advocate ample opportunity to discredit their
accounts.
Some of the other potential prosecution witnesses have a considerable conviction
history and could likewise be discredited.
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The Children's Service case officer Mr David CASTLED IN£ has offered his
opinions about the ability of the children to give evidence. He concludes with his
recommendation that neither child should be asked to give evidence in a
prosecution.
Unless there is a conviction we are unable to prevent the suspect having access to
children. Indeed, the suspect is likely to continue to have access to children and has
expressed a desire to seek employment as a youth worker.
The Children's Service would like a definitive result i.e. proof of innocence or
proof of guilt. Without this, they are unlikely to be unable to allow the
resume fostering.

to

In conclusion, although I fully believe the child witnesses, particularly
taking
into account the Children's Officer David CASTLEDINES views, I would be
reluctant to commit the children to a trial unless there was a realistic prospect of a
conviction. In my opinion, there are many weaknesses which are available to be
exploited and a prosecution would be difficult. That said, a successful prosecution
is not impossible and this maybe one of the occasions when despite the difficulties,
it is in the interests ofjustice to proceed. I submit this report requesting an
independent assessment of the evidence.

MM. SHEARER Ds 164
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The Children's Service case officer Mr David CASTLEDINE has offered his
opinions about the ability of the children to give evidence. He concludes with his
recommendation that neither child should be asked to give evidence in a
prosecution.
Unless t111re is a conviction we are unable to prevent the suspect having access to
children. Indeed, the suspect is likely to continue to have access to children and has
expressed a desire to seek employment as a youth worker.
The Children's Service would like a definitive result i.e. proof of innocence or
proofofguilt. Without this, they are unlikely to be unable to allow the
resume fostering.
#

to

•

In conclusion, although I fully believe the child witnesses, particularl
taking
into account the Children's Officer David CASTLEDINES views, I would be
reluctant to commit the children to a trial unless there was a realistic prospect of a
conviction. In my opinion, there are many weaknesses which are available to be
exploited and a prosecution would be difficult. That said, a successful prosecution
is not impossible and this maybe one of the occasions when despite the difficulties,
it is in the interests ofjustice to proceed. I submit this report requesting an
independent assessment of the evidence.

MMSHEARERDs 164
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